Adapt to the future: CleanEco
and CleanVario combustion
control systems.
Complete systems for pneumatic and electronic combustion
control in residential buildings up to 150 kW.

About ebm-papst.
ebm-papst is a leader in ventilation and drive engineering technology and a much sought-after engineering partner in many industries. With
around 20,000 different products, we have the perfect solution for practically every requirement. We believe the consistent further development
of our highly-efficient GreenTech EC technology provides our customers with the best opportunities for the future in industrial digitization.
With GreenIntelligence, ebm-papst already offers intelligent networked complete solutions that are unique anywhere in the world today.

Six reasons that make us the ideal partner:
Our systems expertise: as experts in advanced motor technology,
electronics and aerodynamics, we provide system solutions from
a single source.
Our spirit of invention: our 600 engineers and technicians will
develop a solution that precisely fits your needs.
Our lead in technology: with our EC technology and
GreenIntelligence, we combine the highest energy efficiency with
the advantages of IoT and digital networking.

Closeness to our customers: at 49 sales offices worldwide.
Our standard of quality: our quality management is uncompromising,
at every step in every process.
Our sustainable approach: we assume responsibility with our
energy-saving products, environmentally-friendly processes, and
social commitment.

GreenIntelligence.
Making Engineers Happy.
Why do our customers look so happy? Because when it comes to the Internet of Things and the digital transformation, we provide them with
a clear competitive edge with GreenIntelligence for intelligent control and interconnection of fans, drives and systems to make applications
more powerful, processes more efficient, businesses more successful and their customers more satisfied.
In heating technology, the greatest demand is for innovative, reliable and energy-efficient products that reach the market quickly.
GreenIntelligence gives you system solutions with intelligent networking capabilities that can be used to schedule service assignments according
to needs and reduce variance. With the platform principle, you also save lots of time and money during development.

André opts for ready-to-install system solutions
when it comes to condensing technology, which
saves him a lot of adjustment effort.
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Now is the time – for sophisticated
complete combustion control systems
from ebm-papst.
Heating bills still make up the majority of the energy costs in residential buildings. So it's no surprise that economical and ecologically
efficient gas condensing technology is more in demand than ever
before. But also due to worldwide attention to reducing CO2 emissions
to prevent climate change.
This is a challenge that we are happy to accept. With CleanEco, the well
proven pneumatic combustion control system, and CleanVario, the
new electronic counterpart, ebm-papst is offering well-thought-out
solutions for residential buildings of up to 150 kW from a single
source, taking the next important step in developing gas condensing
technology.

The benefits that ebm-papst
combustion control systems
bring you:
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It detects gas families and automatically adapts to a
wide range of gas types, ensuring an optimum gas-air
ratio and a steady boiler load – largely independent
of the installation.
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Perfectly adapted components from ebm-papst
guarantees smooth interaction and clean combustion
for the boiler’s entire service life.
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The individual components are intelligently networked, ensuring a consistently high combustion
quality and allowing modern, predictive
maintenance.

Perfectly adapted components ensure clean and sustainable
combustion for the boiler’s entire service life.
When developing CleanEco and CleanVario, our priorities were
ensuring a robust system operation, a future-oriented overall concept
and, last but not least, many benefits for your customers. Now is the
time for new combustion control systems from ebm-papst: flexible,
powerful, future-proof.

CleanEco
The pneumatic combustion
control system for robust
operation

CleanVario
The electronic combustion
control system that automatically adapts to the installation
conditions
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Established in the market for years:
the pneumatic combustion
control system CleanEco.
The proven CleanEco complete system acts as a pneumatic combustion
control system for robust operation and clean combustion for the
boiler’s entire service life.
The air flow is regulated by the gas blower according to the required
burner power. The venturi generates control pressure, which conveys
the corresponding gas quantity from the gas valve and simultaneously
ensures a good mixture, allowing the system to be operated ecologically and economically over the long term.
Since CleanEco was designed as a complete system from the very
beginning and has been developed by ebm-papst, all components
are optimally synchronized with one another.

The advantages of CleanEco
– 	Stable gas-air mixture irrespective of counter-pressure
and modified exhaust gas resistance
– High modulation up to 1:10
– Fast power modulation
– 	Adjustable excess air values over the entire
modulation range
– 	Hygienic combustion monitoring via flame signal
monitoring

How pneumatic combustion control works with CleanEco
How pneumatic combustion control works with CleanEco
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The CleanEco product range
Class

I

II

III

IV

Power range

2-35 kW

4.5-50 kW

9-80 kW

15-150 kW

Boiler control unit

Gas valves

G15 E01

Venturi

High-efficiency
Venturi

Gas blower

VG 71
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G20 E01
 High-efficiency
Venturi
VG 100

G20 D01

G20 D01

Multiventuri

Multiventuri

VG 108

VG 122

Adapt to the future: the new
electronic combustion
control system CleanVario.
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With fully automatic adaptation:
the electronic combustion
control system CleanVario.
The new CleanVario complete system is the convenient and futureoriented solution. With a perfectly synchronized interaction between
gas valves, powerful blowers and intelligent control units (BCU), the
combustion is always controlled fully and automatically at all times
with a consistently high level of precision and energy efficiency.

The advantages of CleanVario
– Clean combustion for the entire service life
– The burner starts and operates reliably
– 	Flexible gas-air ratio, temporally and over the entire
modulation range
– 	Detection of gas families and automatic adaptation to
installation conditions (e.g. different exhaust pipe lengths)
– Steady boiler output irrespective of the installation
– 	Sustainable for all known combustion gases and future
mixtures with up to 30 % hydrogen
– 	Continuous combustion monitoring enables
improved diagnostics and predictive maintenance

CleanVario therefore ensures optimum, economical and environmentally friendly combustion with the best possible efficiency.

How electronic combustion control works with CleanVario
How electronic combustion control works with CleanVario
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* CleanVario is also
available with PWM
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The product range for CleanVario
Class

I

II

III

IV

Power range

2-35 kW

4.5-50 kW

9-80 kW

15-150 kW

Boiler control unit

Gas valves

G15 F01

G20 F01

G32 F01

G32 F01

VG 71

VG 100

VG 108

VG 122

Gas-air mixer

Gas blower
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Thinking ahead: CleanVario’s process technology.

NEW

The CleanVario electronic combustion control system is based on an
innovative combustion process in which the boiler control system
actuates the blower via a PWM signal or LIN communication. Combustion is checked by the boiler electronics by measuring the ionization
current.The gas flow is controlled by the boiler electronics depending
on the combustion.

Electrons are set free during combustion. When a voltage U is applied,

Position
PWM/
Ion
a small electric current I, called an “ionization current”, flows through Io-Sign
Gas valve
LIN-Bus
[μA]
the flame. The current level depends directly on the combustion and
Io-m
thus enables a rapid reaction to changed conditions.
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The ionization signal is the highest with stoichiometric combustion
(air ratio λ=1). Automatic calibration determines the ionization value
for the desired air ratio range.
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The boiler control unit always activates the blower according to the required
burner power via a PWM signal or LIN communication. ComIo-Signal
bustion is regularly checked via the ionization current. The gas flow is
Io-max
then controlled by the boiler electronics depending on the ionization
current setpoint.
Io-set

M

1

λ set

λ
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Intelligent and customizable:
the Boiler Control Unit.
The Boiler Control Unit (BCU) is the central control unit of our
pneumatic and electronic complete combustion control systems.
It regulates all the electronic safety and control functions of a

modern gas condensing boiler, and can be flexibly adapted to your
requirements thanks to extensive customization options.

This is what the Boiler Control Unit
can do

Flexible design for your solutions

– Pneumatic (CleanEco) or electronic (CleanVario)
gas air ratio control
– Starts and monitors the burner
– Fan control
– Temperature control and safety temperature limiter
– Domestic hot water control
– Integrated flexible user interface

– Combines tried and tested hardware and software modules
from a comprehensive modular system
– Flexible production of variants thanks to different
electronic component configurations
– Various display technologies available for
standard and customer-specific designs
– Variant management thanks to a comprehensive
selection of parameter banks
– Same product platform for various methods of gas air ratio
controls

Compact construction

Optimally networked

– Comprehensive electronic functions of a
gas condensing boiler
– Solid-state design for high reliability, long
service life and low space requirement
– Integrated user interface
– Space-saving and robust electrical connection
with direct printed circuit board connectors

– Standard interfaces for room devices
– RS 485 interface for user-defined
control elements
– Plug-in modules for various wireless
communication options
– Predictive maintenance via advance warning messages
– Remote access for improved diagnostics
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Powerful and efficient:
the RadiMix product range.
Choosing a suitable gas blower plays a key role within the combustion
system. ebm-papst is the market leader in this field and, with the
RadiMix platform, offers a solution that is powerful, efficient and
highly adaptable in every respect.

Advantages of the RadiMix platform

More convenient to use

RadiMix blowers from ebm-papst supply modern gas condensing
units with the optimum quantity and composition of gas and air in all
operating states and ambient conditions.

Reduced stocks
Less complex
Less qualification work required

Intelligent and networked
system communication

More efficient
Maximum flexibility for all requirements

System components from ebm-papst communicate via LIN bus
networking or PWM signal. Therefore, there is unlimited scope for
you as manufacturer to integrate smart functions such as predictive
maintenance or condition monitoring.

Variant reduction
Future-proof
	
System data available for comfort functions
and predictive maintenance
Coordinated solution packages from the
leading supplier of condensing technology

150 kW
VG 122
VG 108
VG 100
0.5 kW

VG 71

If you have any further questions, we are happy to help at any
time. Please contact us at: hte@de.ebmpapst.com
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www.ebmpapst.com

ebm-papst
Landshut GmbH
Hofmark-Aich-Straße 25
84030 Landshut
Germany
Phone +49 871 707-0
Fax +49 871 707-465
hte@de.ebmpapst.com

